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UNITING THE TRADES OF:

Who is NCAT/NCGMA/NCPFC?   
NCGMA and NCPFC are associations which fall under the larger body of Northern California Allied Trades 
(NCAT). Together, we are the united voice of the finishing trades, representing Bay Area glazing, painting 
and production contractor companies that employ members of Union District Council 16 (DC16).

What does NCAT/NCGMA/NCPFC do?   
As a united association, we leverage the collective voices of our members to advocate, negotiate, 
educate and connect to support trade industries year-round. The contractor companies we represent 
range from large corporations to small, family owned businesses. We want to make sure everyone has 
the opportunity to employ a talented, skilled workforce and work with DC16 to do so.

How do I know if I’m a member of NCAT/NCGMA/NCPFC?
We have active members and passive members. If you are a contractor that employs a DC16 labor 
workforce, you are automatically a member. Contractor members can become active members by 
signing an Active Member Agreement, which gives the Association bargaining rights to negotiate on 
their behalf. Active members also have access to our member network, digital resources and can provide 
input on important initiatives that impact our industry.

What are the benefits of being a member of NCAT/NCGMA/NCPFC? 
We are a powerful platform for businesses of all sizes to be successful, sustainable and drive the 
future of the industry. There are several benefits to active membership including trainings, networking 
and advocacy around key issues that impact our trades. For labor negotiations, active members can 
establish negotiation priorities, get additional insight and input before formal negotiations begin and 
even join the negotiations committee itself. For more information about membership, contact our team 
at info@alliedtrades.org [or visit the website].

What else comes with being a member of NCAT/NCGMA/NCPFC?
We are one of the largest trade associations in the country. As a united association, we provide 
opportunities for professional development like cross-industry training and educational opportunities 
to strengthen our members’ skills and make our members and their employees even more competitive. 

We also create a knowledge-sharing environment by connecting our diversely skilled and sized 
membership, creating a robust network of industries for our members to draw upon. By developing 
relationships within our Association and outside of it, we make our industries stronger and  
more resilient. 
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